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Amelia Valasek
These City Streets
These city streets are punctuated with stop signs
sprinkled with commas and laced with adverbs
I move through them like a woman
on a mission
knowing only the story of my feet
each beat revealing the secret
of my destination

My mind is occupied with the number
of the psychic in the back of Cosmo
her add said she could tell me everything
I need to know about you, about us
about all of the things I’m too dense
to understand

There are things on my mind
that fall off into space
every time someone brushes by
but I keep my pace
and I fake my smile
The record store is populated with cool kids
punk rockers, tough talkers, hippies, hip-hop
don’t stop with the bee-bop acid jazz
and I try to remember the name of
that old blues diva
giving up too soon
I give in to the top ten and realize
number one is always the same trite shit
so I move back out to the heat
and the bustling of the cars on the street
who are dancing their stop-light waltzes
Quick Quick Slow, Quick Quick Slow
dancing to the rhythm of the stop and go

I stand still for a moment in the middle
of the madness
taking one deep breath
thinking about life and love and hatred
and death
I let the air out like a siren screaming
waking the crowd from their senseless dreaming
they are shocked for a moment but then
continue walking
I am watching death walking
water flowing through these city streets
the ebb and flow of a human tide
but I can no longer hide behind
punctuation when I am flowing
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Reverend Daniel Peter Hillen
The Subject Was Oysters
We dined on Humma Hummas
(oysters on the half)
from the Hanna Hanna River,
which feeds the rich estuaries of Puget Sound,
drinking imported vodkas
from long stems of crystal
while outside the homeless
bedded down for the night.

By the time the vodka kicked in
we reached higher ground,
found a better place to eat
with a much nicer view.
Several courses later,
and bottles of French wine,
we slowly worked our way
‘cross the sound
to the safety and comfort
of almost having it all.

When the crash of morning
light and air awoke us,
we perked our Starbucks,
sampled the Danish,
changing into our matching Chinos
in time for the Sunday sales
at Nordstrom’s.
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Kate Sharp
Shift
Hovering clouds shift and the sky is bluer
for a moment, no more.
I’ll sing every time you
leave and come,
leave and come. Come back.
Hover for a moment—
leave and let the sunshine in the mess of my tears thicken,
flow.
Dancing toward the sun, flowers bloom brighter and taller,
I pick them and set them around the house
in various jars and mugs with meaningless prayers,
meaningless.
All of it.
Even the flowers scattered about.
There must be a mad woman corrupting my soul,
trying to abandon the little I’ve accomplished.
There must be something beyond expanding frames of mind.
Laying awake with lights on—
frantic—
watching my words
reflect off the walls, laced with yours. Hers.
I’m surrounded by beauty when you come or when I glance at pictures taken
long ago and words.
Words...
Sitting intrigued in the same position for hours, carpet imprints
in my knees, a shadow lurks on my art scattered about the floor.
Gorgeous regrets fluttering in flowers
and words.
Too complicated a story.
I just laugh out loud,
and miss you and her and her,
and him.
I sing a jazzy Ani DiFranco tune,
prance around obnoxiously—
wait for it to snow again, melt
my heart and believe that
it’s raining, raining,
raining.. .down slow.
Waiting for flowers to grow on construction paper.
Gorgeous regrets fluttering in flowers
and words scattered.
Even the most intense beams of my soul
cannot contend with this.
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Danny Mack
Final Son

I remember the scent of my father
Old Spice drowned in summer sweat
and freshly mown alfalfa.
The taste of his salted dusty cheeks
and the coolness that touched me
after I left his arms,
before I became too big
—or he too small—
to hold anymore.
I remember young years as a yesterday
that never goes away.
Early mornings, late afternoons
herding Holsteins heavy
with twelve hours of milk
turning them out again
with utters empty, to face the darkness
while we watched what we
made together
rumble off to nourish someone else.
I remember his lessons
on the pain and pleasure
of sweat and groan
it took to be a man.
Planting com, for bellies in winter
mowing hay to cure just so
until both land and light said
we had taken all we could.
He baptized me in the streaming red glare
of many seasons’ sunrises
and forged my spirit in the raging bum
of all those failing suns.
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I remember an airplane ticket clutched
in trembling hands and that final car ride
with my mother
to the field where he worked
plowing the ground to fallow
for the spring seeds of another year
and a crop I would never see.
Dust and diesel swirling around me
as I watched him walk from his office on wheels,
the windowed cab of that huge Oliver tractor
200 horsepower vibrating with his will.
I remember the quiet mutiny of hearts
that time always demands
and the seeds of com he planted
and left for me to harvest,
and when we said goodbye
without a single word
and held each other
like I wasn’t too big
to hold anymore.
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Cathi Burgoyne
WARNING
DO NOT GO BEYOND THIS POINT
HAZARDOUS WAVES

The dull, mustard sign blares caution—foghorn loud in its silence.
Crumpled concrete, cable, and boulders channel the ocean into bay
calming breakers while fishing vessels ebb and flow from the harbor.

Once the jetty was a long, solid concrete arm stretching
out where the Noyo and Pacific collide.
I held Dad’s hand as we walked this wall back then.
On calm days we watched ocean dwellers in the green brine
gently lapping the cement—small swells rising and falling,
lulling us into false security—thinking it controlled, confined.
Almost without warning the weather changes:
the fickle sea responds to wind and storm.
Waves crashing against rocks, spraying high
over the breakwater, sends all in its stead
careening into the surging depths and out to sea
or battered on the shore—revenge against intruders.

Sometimes sleepers sneak out of the tranquil depth,
the seventh explodes without warning
sweeping unsuspecting fisher folk and tourist into its enormity,
perhaps to be found clinging to a rock
or limp as seaweed washed onto a distant beach,
leaving bewildered onlookers to wonder, mourn.
So it was with my mother’s illness:
unpredictable storms of emotion, waxing and waning in tidal waves,
hurling us into the storm as the crashing surf
tosses small sea craft against the cliffs.
Hyper vigilant, we watched for signs,
like seasoned sea captains seeking passage to safe port.
Fogs of depression settled into my mother’s psyche,
as silent and deadly as the fog outside our house.
Rage waits to explode like the breakers against the jetty.
We, the unsuspecting onlookers—never prepare.
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Danny Stapp
Not an Entrance

I am discomfortingly aware how my current perceptual filters define me.
I know what expression the flaring curl
breaking the shiny plane of my forehead represents,
I pasted it there this morning.
It cannot be anything but obvious.
My curl carries no explanatory caption,
no web link information can clarify my meaning.
This complicates matters significantly.
What does that attractive woman in Lit. class
glean from my artistic expression?

“That tall, skinny guy showered. Oops, he missed a piece of hair.”

Only a faint blip on one another’s object location radar.
A statistical entry for her database of social stereotypes,
categorically defined with aesthetics and involuntary body language.
Another locked door, dead bolted.

I walk on without pausing at her desk proud little curl leading the way.
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Jake Shearer
A Moon Unsung

The desert howls at night;
Coyotes mourn for an unsung moon,
Passed far too soon from sight.

Saguaro, they sigh and rustle,
In the wind, smell the strong scents of sage;
Still we ignore the desert’s pull.
We howl for coyotes, without aid of light,
Mourning moons unsung, and creatures—
Who won’t again walk the night.

The dust lightens at last,
But we ignore the sun’s pull.
We are shades of the past...
But we dream of life still.
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Melissa Kwasny
Beauty

Once I thought it was like this winter morning
through the window still with frost and the frozen
water no wind too cold for wind a zero balance an absolute
necessity though with tiny movements a little flux
and reflux as they say because the mind that gets stuck is
rarely beautiful we must have the little ones chickadee
and nuthatch whirring back to the tree a kind of willow
thin of course as is its nature two limbs cracked off
in the last heavy snow so that the color is fresh not a scab
of gray bark but yellow peeling expository just two
the rest pink with frost like the downy hair on a woman’s arm
held to the light what the poet didn’t like the unsmooth
unperfected why we get along so well you and I because
thought like love fades into something else so quickly
perhaps two dozen leaves which still hang at the tips
not their shape that attracts but absence of shape of color
how the small birds blend in the azure jay that expounds them
beauty doesn’t fade does it betray confuse look how even
dead like this asleep the earth is bringing the tiny scales
of frost into existence if art is selection hence interpretation
in an ink drawing not everything is sketched in but what is
is given a place of honor today the birds
float latched to the rail to fly must be much like swimming.
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Jessica Bell
A Portrait of Nature
Far from the bustling crowds,
stagnant gray sidewalks
and assaulting noise
there is a place.

No noise, except the occasional
snap of a twig, and the
crunch of steady feet.
Crickets and birds
serenade us as we walk with
delicate flute and violin music.
This silence is not suffocating, but
calming, reassuring.

Wild flowers dot the field
like splashes of color coming from
a careless painting dripping
the brilliant red of Indian paintbrush,
pale periwinkle bluebells and
startling purple shooting stars.
Splashes from the brush
paint the fantastic yellow sunflowers,
bright ping primroses and
pure white daisies
upon the blank canvas beneath our feet.

Slender dry grasses reach up and tickle
our legs as we pass.
They lay like arrows pointing
to hidden wonders
as the wind pushes these trail markers to
show us
delightful destinations
it softly brushes your cheek, ruffling
your hair.

A glass-like pond reflects
this expanse of blue sky
that stretches from mountain to
mountain,
horizon to horizon.
The water mirrors the azure blue
span of sky devoid of clouds,
mimicking the unforgettable scenery.
Tall trees reach toward that
sky, like hands extending
heavenward in prayer.
They draw our eyes, consumed with
nature’s simple splendor
to their towering heights.
It fills the heart with serenity,
peace.
Far from the bustling crowds,
lifeless sidewalks, and
busy day.
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Dr. JeffMorris
Bus Driver
She has a hard job, God knows,
shuffling them little shits from
school to snack time
in a burly loud yellow long box.
And God knows they can scream,
knows they can yell,
knows they can drive a driver
mad with taunts, jeers, and adolescent fascism.

So God must know she had to hit the brakes—hard,
but it’s a hard job, God knows.
But I want to know if, when they smacked the seats,
did she smile?
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R T Duke
Midnight Ocean
The frigid sand
tames my feet,
so I leave it with my
mark, dancing in
the moonlight.

Tossing our clothes off
down to shorts,
we leave prints,
careless in our frantic dash
to the wild sea.
The waves dispense their chill,
but running and chasing this
icy midnight ocean
warms us with precious laughter.
Our grainy remains
taunt the ruthless waves,
yearning to tumble forward through time.
None survive, and we leave,
thoughtless.
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Nicole Odden
Listening
I do not recall
the summer I stopped listening
to the vexatious crickets’ ensemble
that played from upon the blackened banks
of the reservoir;
that reservoir which hid among
the crisped grasses of the prairie pasture
so sallow.
Perhaps it was when
the water quit running—
the ripples that carried the voice of my song
ceased.
The screaming magpies
walked the broken barn-board steps
that enshrouded the weakened barbed-wire fence—
thirsty.
The howling of an old dog at coyotes
punctured the bleak, dusk air
that sat atop the liquor-soaked, swaying
wheat stalks.
Lustrous pheasants darted behind
the nearest stagnant tree
unaware of the stalking cat
who crept along his belly
prepared to pounce
should the whirling leaves have frozen
in time.
Mosquitoes carried my youth
upon their crimson wings
and died as sunrays beaming
blinked the sleep from the stocks’ eyes.
The last hail stones dove
like drunken hired-men
into the calmed alfalfa crop
as it tickled the sides of my ancestors.
Gravel grains lodged against the loader
as it spanned the clouds
which shielded bins full of chaff and dust
forgotten since the summer I stopped listening.

J
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Lloyd’s Last Late-night Larceny
Josh Donoghue
Good evening, and welcome to Dominet’s St. Cloud Compound for tonight’s larceny
challenge, between Joe-Blow rent-a-cop and your very own local revolutionary, Lloyd
Kerblowski! Tonight’s contest is sponsored by Dominet: protecting your past to ensure your
future. This evening’s objective: to by-pass security and retrieve the prize from within the main
vault. I’m Sean Whesker.

And I’m Bob Tiberio. Already Lloyd is off to great start with his choice in uniforms this evening,
Sean.

That’s right Bob, by choosing to wear the all black away-colors, he will be virtually
invisible, as there are no perimeter lights.
Don’t forget there’s also a new moon out tonight, which is completely obscured anyway,
by the looming overcast not uncommon this late in the fall. He should have no problem sneaking
up on the guard and taking him unaware.

And Kerblowski appears to be doing just that. Using his signature “feather-foot” strut,
Kerblowski has .. .oh no! What happened?

Sean, it appears the frogs in the surrounding wetlands are rooting for the home team,
since they stopped croaking to alert their player. The guard has taken cue and is surveying the
area.
Kerblowski drives down center court, intent on taking this guard on duty off guard.
The guard sees his opponent and takes the shot. He misses!

Not by much though, Bob. Whoa, nice kick! That guard’s hand will be smarting in the
morning.

No kidding; and what form too. Having disarmed his opponent, Lloyd gets ready to take
his second shot and Bam! right in the small of the back. That’s gotta hurt.
Actually Bob, the guard won’t be feeling anything if he survives—that was the “Peruvian
Palm Paralyzer.” Let’s take a look at the instant replay. As you can see, Kerblowski brought his
right hand down, palm-up, dividing the vertebrae and snapping the spinal cord. I tell you Bob, the
last thing this guy will remember is the putrid taste of blood mixed with regurgitated tacos.

But he certainly won’t be remembering the smell, having broken his fall with his nose
before spewing onto the pavement. What a play.

And now it’s time for a media time-out. When we return, we’ll see if Kerblowski can
make the steal.
This evening’s challenge is brought to you by Dominet: protecting your past to ensure
your future. We’d also like to thank the good folks at Mierdo Colombian Coffee for their proud
support. No morning can be, without MCC.
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Ladies and gentlemen, we’re back and Lloyd has entered the building and is hacking into
the security system.
You know, Sean, it seems pretty ironic that a man working for an organization whose
mission is to keep humanity free, would be invading the privacy of a national corporation, killing
a man, and illegally removing items from the premises.
Bob, we’ve been over this before. The Soldiers Contending for Retention of
Emancipation Worldwide Union believes that it is operating for the good of all people.
Kerblowski, as you should know, is one of the Union’s founding members. He advocated its
formation after discovering that our very own government was secretly supplying billions to
private corporations to develop privacy invading and mind altering devices. Before resigning
from internal affairs, he reported, “Dominet only ‘ensures your future’ as a mindless slave to
corporate dictated society.” Property damage and a single murder are reconcilable if it means
allowing people everywhere to think freely and live their lives privately.
Sorry Sean, just thought I’d bring that up for our first time viewers. It now looks as if. . .
yes, Lloyd has bypassed the computer’s security system and has accessed the main power control.

If he can get the main power off. then he should be able to access the vault. But once
inside, Kerblowski will have to be very careful not to trigger the motion sensitive, internal
security system, which is not linked to the compound’s computer network.
Now Sean, the lights are off. (We ask the crowd to remain silent at this point so as not to
disturb the player in the field.) The vault locks have just been released. Those three and a half feet
of titanium door are swinging open slower than molasses in the Arctic. Lloyd’s greatest challenge
awaits.

That’s right Bob, those sensors surrounding Kerblowski’s objective are triggered by the
slightest tremor, such as a footstep on the floor. Because they are so sensitive, they do not activate
until the door has swung completely open. This gives Kerblowski a full 42 seconds to reach in,
nab his prize, and pull out.
If he pulls this off, there will be no stopping the Union from exposing Dominet and the
government agency involved.
He’s stepping into the portal, but staying in the doorway. Kerblowski takes in a breath.
He looks down. He throws out some chalk dust from his pocket. (Apparently he smelled ozone—
evidence of the now visible beams shooting across the floor.) Reaching, reaching, reaching, he
almost has his hands around it.

And ... he has it! Lloyd has captured his prize Sean. This one item, once knowledge of its
abilities is released, will be the ruin of Dominet, not to mention the great relief of the citizens of
this nation and the whole planet.
Don’t forget Bob, that public knowledge of Dominet’s crown achievement will also
throw everyone into an unhealthy fit of paranoia towards their own government and national
corporations.
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That would spell utter disaster for society Sean. How could Lloyd and the Union think so
irresponsibly? Oh, wait, it looks like our player is managing to re-seal the vault with no problem,
but do you hear something?
Yes I do Bob. It sounds like a heavy sack being laboriously drug across the ground. I
don’t believe it, it’s the guard from the first round! And he has his pistol in hand. I don’t think
Kerblowski is paying attention.
He better look up Sean, or that dying guard will give Lloyd an unexpected end to what
could be a very lucrative day for both him and the resistance.
Kerblowski is turning away from the terminal... he finally sees the guard, but it’s too
late. The guard needs but one clean shot, he fires, ... it’s good!

I can’t believe Lloyd got caught by that paralyzed guard! That just goes to show that you
should never let immediate success give rise to cockiness. Hey Sean, I guess that’s why they call
it the “Peruvian Palm Paralyzer” and not the “Peruvian Palm Quadrapalyzer.”
Uh, right Bob. Kerblowski took that hit through the heart. He’s staggering ... and he’s
down, with the guard finally collapsing behind. Looks like the home team won this round:
Kerblowski zero, Dominet one. And that’s the end of tonight’s game. I’m Sean Whesker.

And I’m Bob Tiberio, Lieutenants of Dominet Defense, signing off from the Dominet
security cam observation room.
Hey Sean, I’m going to grab a coffee, you want anything?
No, I’m fine. The poor bastard never had a chance. That rookie should have survived at
least one night outfront. Damn.

Oh Sean, you owe me a beer after work.

I know Bob.
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Danny Mack
Autumn
Were I wiser
days would last forever
and life might linger longer
than a solitary rain drop
that slides too soon
from its love affair
with the leaf.
Were I wiser
the cold would still
reach out to know the sun
and summer would never forget
all that winter gave it
or the corpse that gladly
caressed the hungry sprout.
When I’m wiser
sleep will remember
the love of awake
and day will believe
the dreams of night
and the leaf will pause to dance,
happy to kiss again
the ground.
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Sam Leonard
Fireside Rooftops
Call these places by name
for it is in this that the recluse neighbor takes flesh,
Where dogs bark for a reason,
And the hall light quickens the darkness,
Where the note seems sharper because of the freshly broken pitch.

Strike a border so the specks fall square,
So the mountains turn blue with anger
Realizing love taken for granted.
Do this so industry upstands, sealing the box with integrity.

The floods will bloat the gods of mooring,
Silt will fill our sockets.
Shift for gold in the thin waters between cruelty and merriment,
Lesson and sickness,
Eloquence and broken teeth.
Pan out sensitivity and consciousness.

Cars pass over the treetops from over here.
But where does that leave the whistling bird?
What of its title and branch?
I could puncture it with a copper-ball
If only I could pin him down.
Or if it sang on, I could compliment him with my reed or string.
It lives through vibration.
Pluck on great thumb.
This world is no gated day.
I want to take my putter and web each freeway windshield,
Then I might see myself a thousand times over in the reflection.
Children are made of rubber for reasons,
Reasons of parenthood’s basement,
You, the last to be assimilated.
I did not know who was the employee of my youth.
Age is division, division is dilution.
Tell me once again the sugary fable of the onslaught,
Show me how the swing depends on the tree and then push me.
Turn those perfect hands pink,
Then tell me of nights capacities and the perpetual chill.
Point like the blue-green weather vane doing its time, heeding the wind,
Being copper, growing fucked up in a good way.
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Grow trees, grow,
For some day I want to build a fort in you.
I will pin sluts on your plywood, abandon you in storm,
Shred my elbows on your comers, grow impatient with your size,
And curse you as my composure slips over the edge and shatters.
Function to purpose to form.
You change,
Pinups to chubby chests, menthols to pop-can pipes, beer for beer,
House of pressed wood, trash unto trash.
The odor is all that remains.

Only the artificial could be so needy.
It is time for fire.
To you, it is subject.
You worry me like smoke, betraying my illicit position.
Bellow if you will, the foliage of heat, the potential of flame.
What will stir my ruby coals and give breath to my rage?
Is life to be tended, with tinder, coal, and furious manufactured fuel?
Praised be dirt for my knees and the sky for all that rises.
Praised be the glow of art and condensed men who leave it alone.
Praised be the lucid wild and the strobe of hissing awareness.
Praised be the stretched vessel that makes the world small.
quietly praise its limits as well.
Praised be the blueprint before us and the song of our improv.
Praised be those who stack the patterns into oblivion.
Praised be critical innocence and its holistic punk.

Now that light falls at the angle of eve
It possesses the white softness of brittle bones and slack flesh.
The smoke bums no eyes but rises up and up,
River clouds go away and change like brothers in school.
Fleeting all, to this one staggering drift, to this bed-ridden slice,
To this infinity of places in my heavy glance.
If I only knew it by name.
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Amelia Valasek
Slipping
This moment seized in the amber light of dawn—
an insect drawn to honey—I am
in a fixed state.
Waking slowly to the realization
that tomorrow is gone,
left only in the essence
embedded in the sheets hoping
to greet the sun.
Here you lie—waiting I’m afraid,
to become one
again we find the days lengthen
and we are strengthened by the heat.
It is nature’s law that we
carry on the beat of flesh
growing and slowing to a soft pulse,
it is our destiny.
I fear this softness sleeping next to me
will one day fail,
but this morning’s pale light might
bring with it the wrong idea.
I am given to charity,
so I find you cannot leave yet
while I still regret
this thing I’ve done.
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In the fall of 1999, Felix Yang and I, Danny Stapp, were given the opportunity to
translate selected works of the recently deceased Korean poet Ki-Hyoung Do. KiHyoung Do wrote during a very tumultuous period in Korean history. His poems reflect
an almost cynically realist viewpoint. This poem is an original translation ofKi-Hyoung
Do’s work and is being published here with the gracious permission of the poet’s family.

Ki-Hyoung Do - Feb 1984
Translated by Felix Yang and Danny Stapp
Like a Needle Popping up from a Record
Like a needle popping up from a record

This happened late one evening in winter,
in a small cafe.
I went there, knowing I was not waiting for someone.
I felt as if I were singing a song I don’t like to sing
the black singer’s song was floating slowly through the cafe.
On the table sat a withered flower, above the decaying blue petals
there was a lamp,
it was dark.
On the wall red and blue masks danced in tall party hats,
but not because of the frame.
Even if I had expected it,
even if someone had bothered me,
even then, how could this have happened?
A college student without specific reason I felt all the more scared.
Often we feel as if some sudden chance has allowed us to taste
the sadness, feeling our
entire youth crumble suddenly before our eyes.

Like a needle popping up from a record,
this happened late one evening in winter,
in a small cafe.
Like a dry branch drained of energy,
I slowly fell down under the table.
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RT Duke
The Man

I want to meet the man,
the one who’s responsible
for my misfortune,
bad luck,
pre-mature ejaculation,
and the heart and soul of crap,
Canada.
It’s all the man’s fault,
and I’d like to speak with him.
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Adam Wright
Ogden Mountain
Pine needles curl like fiery tendrils as I sit next to the morning fire. A bit cloudy and cold
this morning, but the sunrise that basked the landscape with red has warmed my inner
soul. Last night before I went to bed I laid down in the field of tall grass and looked up at
the sky -it's so open here- I'll write a poem about it someday. The sounds - the sounds of
the forest are amazing - the crackle pop whoosh of the fire, the whispering wind and as I
write this a bird sings with a warbled voice bemoaning the coming of November cold.
Life is more genuine in the forest, resonant with emotion, sounds, and spirit. If you come
up here on Ogden Mountain, you can't help it — you belong to the land. Had a good
breakfast that I cooked myself this momin', oatmeal and hot apple cider cooked on the
fire. When I'm up here on Ogden Mountain, feels like for once I really know. The world
down there is always moving, up here I can think or just sit on my stump and watch the
fire bum, creating one-time-only poetry in my head . .. It's great up here.
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Michael Cox
El Mar Tuyo

Your Sea

Tu cabello,
es la ola
cayendo,
sobre mi cabeza.

Your hair,
is the wave
falling,
over my head.

Tus labios,
besandome.
Como hace la arena
cuando duermo.

Your lips,
kissing me.
As does the sand
when I sleep.

Tus ojos,
hermosos receptores
de mi alma,
de mi mente.

Your eyes,
beautiful receptors
of my soul,
of my mind.

Tu sonrisa
es el sol,
pegandome,
quemandome.

Your smile
is the sun,
hitting me,
burning me.

Tus senos,
donde camino contigo,
sensualmente,
lentamente.

Your breasts,
where I walk with you,
sensually,
slowly.

Tu piel,
el camino,
suavemente
al paraiso.

Your skin,
the walk,
smoothly
to paradise.
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Levi Burkle
The Snow is Falling

Frozen tears from heaven touching the tip of your nose,
melting instantly with the touch of your warm skin
just as my heart melts in your smile.

The white sky seems almost endless
with you waiting on the other side.
I reach, but I can’t reach far enough.

I close my eyes to let my dreams take me,
bringing me closer, closer than I’ve ever been.
Only close enough for a taste,
A taste that will forever leave me hungry.
The hunger bums in my heart
hoping the snow can cool the desire,
but the flames bum out of control.
How can I reach you?
How can I ease the burning?

Maybe I can dream forever...
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Our Story
Travis Ahner
Technically it began when he drank too much water. Everyone drank a lot of
water, though, so the story actually started long before, perhaps even the first day.
When someone like Eli is accepted to West Point it is a cruelty on the part of the
admissions office. Military academies show kindness when they reject people as ugly as
Eli Pentsman. Harsh as it may seem, an ugly cadet has little chance for survival. Life is
hell for everyone accepted to West Point, but within this hell exists different levels.
Normal looking freshman live in the penthouse of hell. They feel the heat but are not
burned, because they don’t threaten the beautiful or upset the ugly. Beautiful frosh,
pearly whites and deep blue eyes, live in the second circle of hell. Ugly upperclassmen
attack these newcomers in one of the rare instances in society where ugly people have an
advantage over beautiful people. The common bond shared by all beautiful people,
however, gives these young beauties their much needed rest, baked but not fried. Deep
within the center of this hell no fires exist. It is a cold, dark, and silent closet where the
ugly freshmen hide their fat faces, acne, and braces. The beautiful people seethe at them
behind perfect complexions, tear at them with their perfectly white and razor sharp
incisors. Ugly upperclassmen, bitter from their own first year without remembering why,
vent their store of poison on the new wave of ugly cadets. Eli Pentsman started his live at
West Point in the comer of this closet. This is where the story, or at least the conflict,
began.
Pentsman is uglier than anything the academy has ever seen. His thin arms were
seven inches too long, his glasses half an inch thick, and the sticky yellow film on his
teeth stood secondary only to the bright red sores on his face, capped with hardened
white. Eli didn’t stand a chance in West Point, where the fittest survive by destroying the
weak. He was our sacrificial lamb.
Like any clear story the tension rose steadily, each new day digging deeper into
Pentsman’s spirit. At times we were the silent witnesses, watching the beasts bite into
him from every side with anything their teeth could hold onto. You shouldn’t be here.
How do you live with thatface? You’ve never been with a girl, have you Pentsman? It’s
hard to blame the people that did these things to him. They’re conditioned to punish the
discordant, viciously correcting the weak that step out of line. The real fault lies with the
admissions office, like the governor who signs the notice of execution. They failed to
screen out a person who couldn’t speak without stammering, a person who couldn’t tell
left from right. If the right answer on a test was true, and everyone answered with false,
Pentsman managed to be taking a different test. If the laundry was supposed to be
delivered to room 142, Pentsman took it to room 124, which inevitably housed a
beautiful, or worse yet, ugly upperclassmen who tore into Eli. Crying and choking for
air, he’d return to his room, at which pint we stepped in. We would circle in tight,
starting in slow and nipping him from all sides, hyenas that sensed weakness in our pack.
He lashed back until we all crashed in at once and wore him down. Then Eli would
retreat to his bunk, afraid, crying softly in his pillow.
The climax eventually followed at the peak of this tension, when West Point
could do no worse, and Pensman’s spirit could take no more.
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The night before inspection Penstsman drank a lot of water. All of us stood in the
thick evening air at the window by our sinks, filling and draining and refilling, canteen
after canteen. The human body goes through a hell of a lot of liquid when it has to stand
completely still for two hours straight underneath a midday sun. It has to drink a lot of
water.
Standing alongside a thousand people in formation for two hours without moving
reveals something extraordinary about the earth. A cloud moving slowly across the sky
becomes the whole world, and hairs on the head directly in from become countable. If
something pulls on the universe somewhere the waves of reaction pass back over one
thousand people and through the body. If a person standing six feet away shifts the
weight of their body from their toes to their heels, it might not be visible, but it can be
felt. One hour and thirty minutes into the inspection Pentsman shifted his weight, waves
came crashing through as we felt his mouth shudder, his knees breaking tension and then
locking back rigidly. On the surface he remained glassy smooth and calm, but inside the
clouds turned dark and a sharp pain stiffened deep in his abdomen. We knew, and hated
him for it. Our minds were screaming at him, hating that he was different, hating him
because he couldn’t stand still. West Point has no gray area, justice is punishing the
weak. Now we felt the tears run down his face, while a dark gray stain spread along the
seam from his crotch down his left leg, soaking his sock and dripping onto his shoe. One
hour and thirty minutes into the inspection we crossed over and became the beasts. We
hated without remembering why.
After the inspection we marched silently to our rooms, our foreheads and shirts
wet with the day’s heat, as salty as Pentsman’s pants. We couldn’t yell at him. He didn’t
give us the chance. Already at his bunk, smothering his face in his pillow, he sobbed the
resolution to the story. Not his story, but ours.
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Nicholas C. Trefry
Smoke
Meandering through this
void,
I marvel at your
impossible grace.
Unhindered by form
or flesh,
you rise and tumble
into my outstretched
hand.
I remember a time
when my smile was
like that of the moon,
a secret confidence
radiating from the
invincibility of my
fire.
But you pass through
my fingers and
disappear
and I am left only
with your scent
on my skin.
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Adam Wright
Passing Through
Singing the Allman brothers,
Belting it out on a cold winter's night
in Drummond, Montana.
With a wink from Hardware Hank
and a reminder that this,
like every business here is
Supported by timber dollars
Even 'ol Swede's bar
along the somewhat unkempt road
flanked by wooden buildings.

I just keep walking.
Grab some red vines at the comer store
where the folks are friendly anymore,
Run-slip-fly along the icy road
Gotta catch the bus
Chew on red vines
And let the wind carry me on.

